INSTORE PRODUCTION

PRODUCE FRESH FOOD IN STORE
WITHOUT ANY LOSS
Ctac Instore Production predicts what
supermarket customers need. The result:
a continuous fresh-food experience.

Losses cost the Dutch supermarket sector around €1 billion a year. Over onethird of that amount can be traced back to the meat products, cheese and
bread departments. With Ctac Instore Production, these departments can
produce and prepare the right products at the right time. The result is a
continuous fresh-food experience, satisfied customers, minimal after-sales
service and minimal loss.
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Socially responsible
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How does Ctac Instore Production work?
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and displays, thus ensuring that the used data is always
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investment costs with the reduced loss costs. It’s also
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good to know that Ctac Instore Production can integrate
seamlessly with SAP and any forecasting tool.

ADVANTAGES
Thanks to Ctac Instore Production’s intelligent projections and clear
production proposals, supermarkets can benefit from various advantages.
Less loss - Markdowns and losses are a thing of the past because the meat, bread and other fresh food is produced in
a smarter way.
No more empty shelves - You ensure the right amount of bread, meat or fresh produce so non-sales are no longer
an issue.
Fresh produce at all times - Shelf or refrigerator products are prepared no more than four hours earlier, so you sell
them when they’re at their best. The fresh experience is the exact reason why your customers keep returning.
Satisfied customers at all times - Because the fresh produce is always available at the right time, customers never miss
out and leave your store happy.
Smart planning - Not only does the system generate a production proposal, it also takes into account the order in which
products can best be produced, for hygienic reasons, for example.
No experience required - The system provides instructions to supermarket employees so that even colleagues without
any experience can effortlessly produce the right quantities.

